and string instruments and to engage in both orchestral and band work in order to survive. Increasing standards of performance and competition brought about more specialization by the 1920s.4
The 1920s
Much that is commonplace at the end of the twentieth century emerged during the post-war era of the 1920s. Technological advancements such as radio, improved roads and automobiles, motion pictures with sound, and the popularity of jazz changed the recreational habits of Americans. The phonograph, invented in 1877, had been growing in popularity since the turn of the century. These things caused drastic changes in the world of bands as well. During this time, school bands largely replaced amateur bands, and college and university bands developed into the large, elaborate organizations that are familiar today. Some groups of amateur and semiprofessional caliber could still be found in towns and cities (such as bands sponsored by companies, fraternities, and ethnic clubs), but the small, town-village adult amateur band became largely a thing of the past.
Most professional touring bands had disappeared by this time also, and their musical functions were taken over by large municipal symphony orchestras and Washington, DC-based government military bands sponsored by the Army, Navy, and Marines. Chautauquas and other itinerant work largely disappeared, and although the circus maintained some popularity during this era, their number was reduced drastically, especially during the economic depression of the 1930s. A large number of theater musicians were thrown out of work by the advent of sound pictures in the late 1920s. Finally, dance orchestra work became a more specialized venture, with elements of jazz creeping into even the "sweetest" of bands.
The Rise of School Bands
There was a strong demand during World War I (1917-18) for performers and leaders for government military bands, and both 4Hazen and Hazen, The Music Men, 17, 199-200; and Raoul Camus, "Bands," in The New Grove Dictionary of American Music, 1986 ed. amateurs and professionals enlisted. The return of these personnel to civilian life after the war was perhaps the most immediate impetus for the rise of school bands.5
School bands were not unknown before the 1920s. William Bates argued in 1912 that "The introduction of the study of instrumental music has never been systematically attempted, although sporadic attempts in the form of school orchestras and bands are made here and there."6 By 1925, however, an unidentified writer in the Metronome could write: "Rare is the high school of today which has not its band."7
As the school band movement grew, leaders of adult amateur and semi-professional groups, and those who had been members of professional bands, became school band directors. The loss of many theater playing jobs in the late 1920s brought additional professional players into school band and orchestra directing. Some of the earlier school band and orchestra directors were female choral-general music teachers who made efforts to start instrumental music programs in their schools. Formal education requirements for early school bandmasters were lax, but strengthened over time. The school band movement provided stable employment in a central location in a profession that formally had been based on itinerant, seasonal work or that had required participants to perform a multitude of functions for the local community.8 Conservatories in the United States followed European models, especially that of the Leipzig Conservatory. With few exceptions, these schools concentrated their training efforts in the traditional areas of voice, piano, and orchestra. Some confusion arises over the term "conservatory" as well. In the nineteenth century European sense of the word, it meant a system that included graded class instruction (group instruction at various levels of advancement). Eventually, Americans rejected the notion of group instruction for applied lessons on a student's major instrument in favor of private instruction. Sometimes, however, the word "conservatory" meant a few loosely associated private teaching studios rather than a school with a comprehensive curriculum of music theory, applied lessons, and participation in ensembles.10
Several private schools offered instruction for bandsmen through correspondence or in person. Baxter University was divided into three basic departments of study: sacred music, secular music, and orchestra and band music. The "preparatory" course in the band and orchestra department included "the study and practice of one stringed instrument, one wood and brass instrument, and Thorough Base." The "academic" course included the study of harmony and composition as well as "elaborate solo playing" and "ensemble practice in Overtures, Symphonies, Oratorio and Opera." The orchestra and band course at the "academic" level was designed to prepare students "to conduct Band or Orchestra, in field or concert." Almost all students in the 1870 catalogue (thirty-five men and 115 women), however, are listed as taking the sacred, secular, or an "elective" course, which allowed the student "to deviate from an established course."14 No one is listed strictly as taking a course in orchestra and band music, although the school had at least one brass band and two orchestras on different levels of proficiency. The main focus of the school appears to have been the production of competent church musicians, choral directors, and private teachers. instruments coincided with the growth of the amateur-professional band movement during the last decades of the nineteenth century.
The nature of some of these schools is questionable, because some of the advertising "conservatories" were nothing more than loose associations of private teaching studios, rather than schools with comprehensive curricula of applied music, theory, and ensem- The three-year curriculum included private lessons on a major and minor instrument; vocal and instrumental conducting; music history and theory, including sight-reading and dictation, melody-writing, harmony, keyboard harmony, form and analysis, band arranging, counterpoint, composition, and orchestration; classes in woodwinds, strings, and brasses; and participation in vocal and instrumental ensembles. Students were also required to compose works for band and orchestra for an annual competition. however, that some colleges and universities did not offer instruction in band instruments prior to the 1920s. Many colleges and universities had established bands before the 1920s, although most of these bands, with a few notable exceptions, were rather crude. If the institutions also offered lessons, which undoubtedly a few did, and perhaps a course in harmony, one could argue that these schools were offering rudimentary training programs in instrumental music. It is difficult to draw a definite line between the full-fledged, comprehensive curricula being offered at many of the schools mentioned above and what was simply the availability of private lessons on an instrument and ensembles in which to participate.
The influence of professional players and directors was great in the early development of school bands, not only in such things as instrumentation and literature, but also in pedagogy and performance standards. Not many generations have passed since these men were active during the 1920s and 1930s. Many band directors active today could trace a "genealogy" of perhaps only three or four generations to such individuals as Innes, Con way, VanderCook, or Sousa. Studying the history of instrumental music can help educators become aware of their heritage and how it has influenced the philosophical underpinnings of their own teaching.
